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Summary 

!his applica:ion involves cos:s associ~ted with importation 
into the United States of u~ to 240 MMef/d of natural gas at the 
Canadian border. Appronmately 215 MMcf/d will ultimately be 
delivered to Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) at the California/ 
Arizona border. The sale and transportation of gas by Pan-Alberta Gas, 
:ed.(P3n-Alberta) :0 SoCal is part of the prebuilding of the Alaskan 
Nat~ral Gas Trans?ortation Syst~ (~GrS) anc has been cete~~~ed by 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Co::ission (FERC) to be i~ the national 
interest sinc~ it is a necessary eo:ponent in the ul=~ate constr~ction 
and operation of ANGTS. 

Tee est~teci cost of the Pan-Alberta gas delivered to the 
California border r.:lnges as follows: 

Staff 
SoCal Fttll Formula Discounted 

($1 MMBtu) 
1982 7.34 8.52 7.56 
1983 8.11 8 .. 33 7 .. 29 
1984 8.17 8.88 7.77 
1985 8.99 9.47 8.28 

The projected cost of the Pan-Alber~ gas exceeds the esttmated 
Priority 5 reference price (or the price of alternate fuel)p at a minimum, 
during the first two years of the project and probably durfog the 
proj ect r S first five years. Furthermore, the availability of Pan-Albe1:ta 
gas to the SoCal system is eS1:ima1:ed to resul1: primarily in increased' 
deliveries to Priority 5 service over the initial five years of the project. 

SoCal has requested authority to recover the costs 
associated with the Pan-Alberta project in its Purchased Gas 
Adjustment (PGA) mechanism.. we agree that the :PeA is :the most 
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flexible, eff~tive, and in~~pensive method by which to ~nitor Pan
Alber~a gas costs on the ratepayers' bebal=. We will, therefore, 
grant SoCal's request. However, in view of the rel~tively high 
delivered cost of the gas and its projected pred~oinant use by 
Priority 5 customers, we find it necessary to address cwo furt:her issues: 

1. Management's criteria for determining the 
prudency of long-term gas supply purchases, and 

2. R.a.te design implications of the Pan-Alberta 
project gas. 

With respect to long-term gas supply planning, the COmmission, 
in Decision (D.) 89177, indicated its support for a policy favoring 
utility acquisition of maximum available quantities of gas and corres
ponding reduction of dependence on imported oil. In accordance wit:h 
t:hat policy statement, SoCal management has focused on the "need for 
gas" as its predominant criterion in determining whether developcent 
of a particular long-term gas supply project is prudent. The company's 
basic acqUisition policy seeks to obtain enough supply to meet 
Priority 1 through 4 demands under all temperaeure conditiOns. 

While SoCal cannot be faulted for following enunciated 
Commission policy, the escalating costs of gas supply projects now 
preclude the Commission from simply aecepting a "gas at any cost tl 

philosophy as a utility procurement policy. An economic tes1: must . 
be established to assist the utility and the Commission in determining 
whether development of a new supply soarce is in the public interest~ 

Two alternative tests appear viable. The first test considers 
whether the net cost of the gas supply at the California border exceeds 
the price of imported crude to petroleum refiners in California over 
the life of the project. If the price of the gas supply at the 
california border exceeds the cost of feedstocks used in the production 
of alternative fuels, then the gas supply should not: be acquired unless 
other relevant factors outweigh the economics of the project. The 
second test considers whether the net cost of the gas ,supply at the 
california border exceeds the price of alternat:ive fuels displaced by 
importation of the natural gas over the life of the project. 

-3-
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tt We will reserve j~dgment on which economic test is preferable until 

analysis of their respective merits hus been ~de in SoCal's next 

R;A proceeding. 
With respect to the iss~c of the rate cesign implications 

of the Pan-Alberta project~ ouch relevant evidence w~s produced 
concerning which class or el~sses of customers will benefit froo the 
addition of Pan-Alberta supplies and the extent to which each class . 
of custo~ers will bear the prebuild project costs under current 
Commission rate design guicelines. fJith this information,. a rate 
design can be implemented which will more equitably relate the actual 
costs incurred by a class or classes of custooers with the actual 
benefits received as a result of the Pan-Alberta ~dditions. 

However~ we do not make s?Ccific rate design findings ~ 
in this decision. Actual rate design tre~tment for the cost~ associated 
with the prebuild project are oore appropriately addressed in So~l's 
next PGA filing. We ~ll, however, incorporate by reference into that 
proceeding the relevant portions of this record. 
B.'lckground 

D.83l60, issued in Application CA.) 53797~ authorized 
establishment by SoCal of its PeA procedure. In approving SoCal's ?GA, 
the Commission directed SoCal to seek specific authorization for 
inclusion in the PGA of costs incu:rcd in obtaining large increments 
of new supply. Under D.S3l60, SoCal filed the instant application 
and requests authoriza~ion to include within its PGA proccdu~e the cost 
of certain ~nadian gas to be p~chascd from its wholly owned subsidiary, 
Pacific Interstate Transmission Company (PIT). PIT will initially 
purchase the gas from the Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Com~ny 
(Northwest Alaskan). Sale of the gas is scheduled to commence about 

October 198-1. 
Specifically, the application involves costs ~ssociated with . 

importation into the United States of up to 240 MXcf!d of natural gas 
at the Canadian border; a?proxi~tely 215 ~f!d will ultimately be 

delivered at the California/Arizona bo~de=. The gas will be sold by 
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Pan-Alberta to Northwest: Al~sk~n fo~ expo:-: to :hc t:ni:ed StolCCS. 
~he ?urcnased ~3.S will be delive:-ed to :hc ?~c~fic C~$ 7~~n$mission 
Company (PeT) ~: Kingsga:e, B~i:ish Col~~bia ~nd then ::-~ns?o:-tec 

to the inte~connection ~i:h ~orthwes: Pi?ell~e Cor?orn:ion (~o~thwest) 
f~ci:ities at Stanfield, Oregon. Northwest will tr~ns?ort the 
gas eo ~he El Paso Natu=al Cas COQ?any (El Paso) and El Paso will 
deliver the gas to SoC~l ~: the C~liforn~~/Arizon~ bo~de~. The 

Canadian sover~en: hns s??rovcd cx?or: of the P3.n-Albe~t~ g~s for 

a period of seven years. 
!n order to trans?ort :hc ?an-Al'oer:,'l 8,'lS .lS describcd~ 

certain additional facilities must be constructed. The ;as will be 

o~ the 

A~GTS in both the U.S. J.nc C.ln.lc.:1. The cos: of the ncccecl .:.ddi.tions 

is about $192 ~i11ion on :he PC! syst":r:1. $132 ~i11ion. O'!"l :he ~or:::ht;.,·es: 
I • , " 

1':'11. .l. ... :.o~ on the El Paso 

e 51'S t:~. The~e !o:-e. chc s??l ica: i.on involves costs .:iSSOC i~ted :1ot 

O ... ly ··1"·" ...... b p .. -c .... "'se o~ ';)., ... -' , 1.. h _ .. ~ ...... ~ "'u'" ... '50 ~ith :he ?~cbcilding 
... w 4iw0\0 ....... '\;. ..... .. .. -.A ............. 1'\. .. .,,;"' ....... .,. ~u... id .... U ""''''' 

of portions 0: the ~es:ern Le~ o~ :~c A~GTS. 
The s~le by ?I! of ?~'!"l-Alb~~:~ ~~S a~d i:s t:-a~s?or:J.:ion 

to SoCal is ?a~t of the ?reb~i~ci~~ of the ~\GTS ~nd has =cceivec 
approva 1 f:"():il :1":..:- :ERG. 1:-: =- SUP? le~cn t.::.: order iss\!ec ~y FERC on 

June 13~ 1980, :he westc=~ prebuilc.?rojcc: ~~s oe~crminec to be 

Hrecp;i:-ed by t:.e public conveni~ncc 
.. . .. 3no :-:ecess::.ty anc the t:".l,:,,:s.:ctions 

i:wolvec. . "0 ~ WIll ('9 .... "'" lonc ... \:. .... I':;> .... e 

to be necessary to the cons::-ucti.O:1 .1nd O?c:":l:i.o~ of the A.."-'GTS. 

law judg~ li~itec tn~ scope of the i~s:~n: ?roccedi'!"l~ and indic~:cd . 
that the scheduled hearings were no: "intendec to duplicate :he 
federal process by de:~rmini.ng whe:~er ?u~lic convenience a~c 
necessity requir~ the ?:"eb~ilc ?roject:' K.l:her, the he~ri~~ ~os 

d 
• - .... -,. . . reserve ::0:- trC.lCr:le:t: 0: t .. e ::O~ .. O""l",:\? lSS'..;.CS: 
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1. Is the PGA. the appropriate mechanism. 
for t~eat~ent of costs incurred oy a??lic~nt 
in purch~ses of g~s associa~ed wi~h prebuilding 
a ?orti~ of A.~C!S? 

2. What ~re the =ate-design im~liea~ions of this 
n~ gas sU'pply? 

3. What criteria. did 4'Pplicant t s management employ 
in determining that purchase of gas 
associated with prebuiloing a portion of ANGIS 
is prudent'? 

Evidentiary he~rings were conducted in Los Angeles 
on February 3 - 6. 1981. SoCal. Southern California Edison Com?any 
(Edison), San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Pacific Gas anQ 
Electric Company (?C&E), the cities of San Diego and_Los Angeles 
(Cities). General Motors (eM), the California Gas Producers Association 
(CG?A), Toward Utili~y Rate ~ormaliza~ion (~~). the California 
Manufacturers Association (CMA), a:ld the Commission staff appeared 
and ?articipa~ed actively. The,matter was submitted pending receipt 
of both concurrent opening briefs and clOSing briefs. Application 
59793 is now rea.dy for decision~ 
Evidence a.nd Position 
of the Parties 

SoCal 
Sotal sponsored the testi'Qony of two witnesses and presented 

affi~tive evidence responsive to the three questions at issue 
in the proceeding. In sum. SoC3l contends that tbe PGA is the 
appropriate procedure.for recovering of the costs associated with the 
prebuild natur~l gas which is scheduled for full delivery in 
October 19&1. Further, SoCal argues that its evidence demonstrates 
that under current Commission rate design guidelines all classes 
of customers will benefit from the prebuild sU??ly and lower priority 
users will bear their fair share of the cost of the prebuild gas for 
the first seven years of the ?roject to the exten~ that it is 
consumed by those customers. Finally, SoCal believes that it has 
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fully demonstrated that its management ?r~dently considered ~any 
criteria i~ deciding to mitig~te curtai~ent by 'proceeding ~ith 
the P~n-Alberta project, which will provide deliveries of Canadian 
gas for seven to ewelve years and which will allow access to a 
long-term supply of Alaskan gas. 

1. rae P~ Procedure as Appropriate Mechanism for 
Recoverv of Pan-Alberta Gas Costs • 
In support of its position that the PGA is the 

appropriate vehicle for cost recovery,. SoCal p=esented testimony 
demonstrating that the historical reasons underlying establishoent 
of the original PGA procedure are e~lly applicable today and 
support inclusion of Pan-Alberta costs in the PGA. Before adoption 
of the PGA procedure, recovery of purchased gas costs was addressed 
in general rate cases. With the advent 0: r~picly escalating g~s 
costs, the "test yearft forecasting approach of rate cases proved 
to be an ~practical mechanism for purchased gas cost recovery, 
In response. the Cocmission adopted "trackingfr procedt-"'res with no 
proviSion for balancing under- or overcollections. However, frequent 
increases in supplier rates required a proliferation of "tracking" 
applications. To obviate the need for filing numerous "tracking" 
applications,. the Commission chose to establish the PGA as an oroerly 
procedure for recovery of purchased gas costs. 

SoCal contends that the rationale for establishing 
the PGA procedure supports use of the FGA for cost recovery of the 
prebuild volumes. A se?arate "tracking,r mecha:l.is:o. would increase 
the administrative burden on the CoQrnission, the utiliey, and 
interested parties without providing any additional control on the 
level of costs ultimately borne by the =atepayer. SoCalnotes that 
no mechaniso other than the peA proceciure was rec~ended by any 
party to the proceeding and contends that there is no record evidence " 
supporting any alte~ative procedure. 
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2. Rate Design ~?lications of the 
Pan-Alberta Gas Suoplv 
It is SoCal's understanding that =ate design guidelines 

in recent Commission decisions have called for the ~eferencing of 
the average residential rate to the average retail rate. Low p=iority 
retail rates are referenced to alternative fuel cost.. GN-l and 
~-2 rates are currently set at the average retail rate. SoCal 
testified that a~plication of these guidelines will result in 
lower priority users paying for the cost of the Pan-Alberta gas 
over most of the life of the project to the extent the Pan-Alberta 
supply permits natural gas service to those priorit:~es.. This 
contention is predicated upon the assumption that the delivered price 
of the ?a~-Albe=:a vol~~s ~ill be ~ess th~n or ec~l :0 the low 
priority rates established by the Commission.. SoCal acknowledges 
that: during the first couple of yeaTS of the project the cost of 
Pan-Alberta gas may well exceed the low priority retail rates and 
that low priority users ~ill not pay for the cost of the Pan-Alberta 
gas; however ~ this phenomenon should be short-term. 

Socal ex-plained why the eost of Pan-Alberta gas may 
exceed low priority rates in the i~itial years of the project.. To 
understand this phenomenon~ one must recogr.ize the method by which 
the delivered cost of Pan-Alberta volumes is computed in co~tr~s~ 
to the manner by which the Commission establishes the low priority 
retail rate. !he delivered price of Pan-Alberta gas at che california 
border consists of two components~ the Canadian border price ?lus 
tra~s?ortation charges.. The Canadian border pricins formula references 
the cost of Pan-Alberta gas to a world oil price. Transportation 
charges are added to arrive at the delivered price at the california 
border. On the other hand~ the low prioriey retail rates, under 
Commission guidelines, are referenced to low sulfur fuel oil prices 
in southern Calif~rnia. 

-8-
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G~ven these two ~~~~e-~-- p-~~~-~ -hA~~-~S-s SoC~, 4 w ____ ."".... .. _...,. "._.~ .. ~io\o,;._.l,. ............. .... ,. Q.. 

cites two reasons why the cost of Pan-Alberta gas may exceed l~~ 
?riority retail rates during the first years of the project. First~ 

the low sulfur fuel oil price in southern Califo~ia will not reflect 
the world oil price until the phased deregulation of U .$ .• oil prices 
is completed. Second~ some of the pipeline facilities ~re being 
depreciated as a part of the Pan-Alberta ?roject although they will 
eventually be part of the ANGIS project. As soon as the Alaskan 
portion of the A.~GrS project begins construction~ the depreciation 
rate will be lowered on the prebuilt facilities which~ in turn~ will 
reduce transportation costs and ultimately the ce:ivereo cost of 
Pan-Albert.'l gas. 

SoCal presented a tabular comp~rison of the est~ateo 
cost of Pan-Alberta gas and the projected low priority retail rate 
~?p:icablc to ?-S custo:ers: 

Description 
Pan-Alberta Gas Cost 
P-5 Rate 

Units 
$/MMBtu 
$!MMBtu 

~ 
7.34 
6.83 

1983 -
8 .. 11 
7.59 

1984 -8.17 
8.43 

1985 -
8.99 
9.35 

SoCal maintains~ :=::::: a rate design standpoint, that 
there is no inconsistency in the fact that the highest priced gas 
coming into the system may be higher than the lowest priority rate. 
In suP?ort of its 'Position~ SoCal pr.ovides the following rationale: 

w1len the Commission sets rate desi~ guidelines 
and curtai~ent priorities~ it does so to 
reflect conservation and social goals as well as 
certain economic conditions. Unaer these 
circumstances, the supply acquisition policy~ which 
has long-term io?lications, must be separated from 
rate design policy. Once su~ply acquisitions are 
judged necessary to serve P-l through P-4 
requirements~ rates must then be designed to recover 
t~e gas costs and the costs of operating the system. 
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To design r~tes which result i~ the loss of 
the low priority m~rket because of short-term 
~rket phenomena would increase costs to all 
other ratep~yers, hincer the devclo?m~nt of 
new gas supply sources and increase the use of 
imported oil. In ~ddition~ gas supplies ~cquirec 
under SoCal's current gas supply acquisition 
policy ~re to the benefit of all users, not just 
one class of users. For example, if gas from 
El Paso, which is one of the lowest priced 
supplies, were curtailed, it does not follow the 
highest priority users are eurtaileo. Therefore, 
there appears to be little value in associating 
gas supply costs with priorities served for 
purposes of rate design. 

SoC~l also presented esti~tes of the rate design 
impacts of the Pan-Alberta project under two different scenarios. 
The firs~ scenario assumes no supplemental supplies and is based 
on average temperature year conditions. Projections are provided 
respecting the P-S rate, the cost of Pan-Alberta gas~ the reduction 
in curtailment of P-5 customers resultin~ from the Pan-Alberta 
supply, and the av~rage unit price incre~sc to all other customers 
associated with the fact that the P-5 rate may be below the cost of 

Pan-Alberta gas. 
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~ Deserit)tion :mi. ~ 1982 12§l ~ ~ 
., Cr...d.e Oil :>rice S/sm.. 36 .. 96 4l .. 03 45.54 SO.55 ... 

2 P-5 Rate $/MMB~ 6·83 7.59 8'..43 9·35 

3 Pan-Alber:.a Purch~~ ~tu 78',Sll 78,5ll 78,5ll 7S,5ll 

4 Pan-Alberta Gas Cost S/MM3tu 7 .. 34 8.ll 8'.17 8.99 

P-5 Sale~ Witb. Pan-
5 Alberta Ptlrcllases MMMBtu 40,384 24,220 0 0 

P-S Sales Without Pan-
6 Al'oe~..a Purcb.ase:s MMM3tu 0 0 0 0 

Red.uetion in P-5 Curtail-
ment. Da.e to Pan-Alberta 
Ptlreha:ses 

7 (line S m:i:c.u~ line 6) MMMBtu 40,384 24,.220 0 0 

Percent or Pan-Alber...a 
Pur~es to P-S 
(line 7 d.i vided. by line 3) Percent 31 0 0 

Percent o! Pan-Alberta 
Purehaze~ Paid tor by P-5 

9 
(line 2 time:s line 7) 
line 4. times line ; Percent 29 0 0 

Additional Revenue Re-
qt.rl.rement to ?-1 '!'hrough 
P-4 Cu,stomers 
[(line 8' min1.:s line 9) x 

10 (line 3 times line 4)J MS 17,.288 12,734 0 0 

Average 'O'llit Price In-
crea.:se Associated. with 
Ad.di tional Revem:.e Re-
~rnent 

11 (line 10 •. 10) sales ... l.mes ~/':her.n 0 • .22 0.16 0 0 
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So~l's estimates indicate that after 1983 all of the 
Pan-Alberta gas would go to P-l through ?-4 ·.;ser.s i:l an a,\ie=.:lge 
temperature year. In 1982 the faet that the P-S rate would be below 
the Pan-Alberta cost results in an average unit rate increase to' 
other customers of 0.22 cents per therm. Socal argues that this 
increase is mi:lfma1 given the be:lefits to the higher priority users 
of the Pan-Alberta project. These benefits~ although difficult 
to quantify~ are as follows: (1) without the volumes associated 
with the project~ there could be curtailment of ?-3 and P-4 users 
as early as 1982 in a cold year and (2) the volumes asscci.:lted 
with the project assure consumers in California access to a long
term domestic supply source - Alaskan natural gas~ 

SoCal's second scenario assumes the availability of 
supplemental supplies and is also based on average tenper~ture 
yea~ conditions. 

-12-
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Lin~ !)eseri'Otion P!:E.! 1982 - 1983 12&. 1ge5 

'! Cr.lde Oi! Price S/S3!. 36·96 J...l.03 4-5.54- 50.55 .-

2 P-5 Rate S/~t~ 6.83 7.59 8'.43 9·35 

3 Pan-Alberta Pur~es MMMEtu 78~511 7B~511 7$,$ll 78',511 

4- Pan-Alberta G~ Cost. S/MMBtu 7.34, S.ll S.17 B.99 

P-5 Sales With. Pan-
S Al~:-...a ?.ll"ch.ases MMMBtu 134,,974- lll,9S8' 35,938 4';,.002 

P-5 Sales without. Pan-
6 Alber...a p..u'c~s ~t':l 56,232 36~326 lS,;76 0 

Reduct.ion in P-5 CUrtail-
ment. Due to Pan-Alberta 
~es 

7 (line 5 nCJ:luS line 6) MMMBtu 78'~ 74.2 75,662 67,362 45,002 

Percent o! Pan-Alberta 
Pt:rch.ases to P-5 

B (line 7 d.ivid.eci by line 3) Percent. 100 96 B6 57 

Percent or Pan-Al.~rta 
Purc:ha3es Paid. tor by P-5 

9 
(line 2 times lil'le 7) 
JJ.ue 4. times li:le 3 Percent 93 90 60 

Acidi t:1.onal ?eveDUe Re-
qui..~ment to P-l Throug!l 
P-4 C'.!Stomen 
[(line B minus line 9) x 

10 (line 3 times line 4-)J M$ 4.0,339 38,203 (12,829) (2l,174.) 

Average Unit Price In-
crease As30ciated. Wi. t.h 
Ad.di t10nal Revexme Re-
quirement 

lJ. 
(line 10 
sales t.imes :'0) re/!'her.n 0.52 0.48 (0.16) (0.26) 

. 
(P.eti F'ig'.u-e) 
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The fact that the P~~-Alberta cost is above the P-5 
rate in 1982 results in ~~ average i~crease to other customers of 
o~ly O.52i per thermo This incre~sc woulo be ~bou: equal to the 
per eherm amount that the depreciation rate will be lowered on the 
ANGTS portion of the Pan-Alberta project with the st~rtup of 
construction on the ~GIS project. SoCal argues that the min~l 
increases to be borne by P-l through P-4 customers fn 1982 and 1983 
are clearly warranted by the direct future benefit to P-l through 
?-4 customers of availability of Pan-Alberta vol~es and access to 
Alaskan gas. 

Although the rate to P-S users may be below the cost 
of the Pan-Alberta supply in the first ~~o years~SoCal concludes 
that this would have little tmpact on the rates to higher priority 
users. In contrast~ the benefits to all SoGal's customers of a 
secure supply of Canadian gas and access to Alaskan gas are 
significant. Thus, SoCal maintains that all of its customers will 
benefit from the prebuild suP?ly and under current Co~ission 
guidelines all custo~ers will reasonably assume a share of the costs. 

3. Management's Criteria for Deter:ining 
Prudencv of Gas Purchases 
SoCal sponsored test~ony eX?laining the criteria which 

its management employed in dete~ining that purc~~se of Pan-Alberta 
gas is prudent. T:~e paramount criterion used by SoCal focused on 
the need for gas in southern california. Given the projected decline 
in gas receipts from traditional suppliers along ~ith the projected 
demand for naeu=al gas in southern California~ SoC~l co~cluded 
that it is necessary to obtain new gas supplies in this decade 
and the next in order to avoid curtailment of high-priority 
customers. Although SoCal is currently receiving l~ited short-term 
supplies~ it still views the long-term outlook for eonventional 
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domestic gas as unf~vo=able. Wtlen Canadi~n g~s, the ~ost reliable 
foreign source of new supply, became availa~le tnrough the Pan
Alberta project, SoC.:!.l felt that it W:lS a logical deeision to buy 
the gas since the :teed fo:: new supplies was apparent. 

In support of its clatm that there is a need for 
the Pan-Alberta volumes, SoCal sponsored testimony demonstr~ting 
~hich specific customer classes will experience =educed eurtail:ne:lt: 
as a result of receipt: of the prebuild supplies. Table I,. which 
assumes the availability of supplemental supplies, indicates 
deliveries by priorities in the years 1981 through 1985 ~der 
average, cold, and hot temperature conditions. 
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Table II. which also indicates deliveries by priorities for 19S1 
t~xough 1985 under average~ cold, and hot tecperacure conditions 
incorporaces ehe conservative assumption that supplemental sup~lies 
will not be available to SoCal~ 
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SoCa:'s ~/ic~ce shows :h~~ c~~t~~::c:: ~~ ?-l :l:=ough 
P-4 is not forecast in 1981 under either scenario. This is due to 
the current availability of short-te~ natural gas, which is 
caused in l~rge part by the diversion of tem?orary excess intrastate 
gas to the interstate market under Sections 311 and 312 of the 
Natural Gas Policy Act (~GPA), and by reduced demand resulting 
from conservation, higher ~rices, and the recent recession. However, 
SoCal contends that as early as 1982~ unde~ both scenarios, the 
Pan-Alberta supply will directly benefit ?-l through p-4 by insuring 
that the requirements of these customers will be served in a cold 
year. Since deliveries from El Paso and !ranswestern Pipeline 
Co:npany (!ranswestern) are heavily contingent upon availability of 
short-term interruptible supplies, this firm gas supply provides 
much needed security for P-l through ?-4 customers. 

Although the predominant consideration in management's 
decision to purchase Pan-Alberta volumes centered on SoCalts 
need for gas, other criteria also guided the determination to 
purchase the supply. SoCal listed the following criteria and factors 
as supporting the ultimate choice: 

a. The prebuild project will involve the early 
construction of ?¢r~ions of the ANGTS. The 
record developed before FERC set forth the 
many ways in which the preb~ild project will 
aid And facilitate the construction of A.~G!S 
and bring a major long-term (20-25 years) 
ce:es:ic gas supply :0 California at a price 
less than would be available if prebuilding 
were not to occur. 
Thus. when SoCal f s :o.anagement considered 
obtaining a new long-term supply of Canadian 
gas y it also recognized that the prebuild 
project would pave the way for an even greater 
and longer la~ti::'lg si.Qp1y of A1ask..ln ~as. .' 
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b. I:l addition to ensuring SoCal' s customers 
a more secure source of s~p~ly in the future. 
the Pan-Alberta project will also benefit the 
State's economy and will help reduce air 
po llut ion. . Second, the FERC has determined 
that the importation of this g~s for the 
southern California market is in the public 
interest, given the country's objective to 
displace fuel oil. 

c. Of all potential new supply projects, the 
Pan-Alberta gas s~?ly is one of the most' 
secure and economically favorable.. Wl"'l.ile the 
price of this supply is higher than the current 
price of domestic supplies under federal price 
controls, it is lower than current prices for 
some domestic decontrolled gas. Furthemore. 
viewed over the long run, this gas supply will 
provide Californians with clean energy at a 
cost at least competitive with, and most likely 
below, the cost of alternative fuels. In 
addition, domestic gas discovered after 1977 is 
scheduled to be decontrolled in 1985 with the 
possibiliey of earlier deregulation. !bus, 
virtually all n~~ gas su?~ly projects will 
depend upon natural gas whose price is deregula
ted and signi£ie3.n~ly higher than the price of 
domestic gas under federal price controls. 

d. The prebu1ld supply~~ll benefit the highest 
priority requireQents. P-l customers may not 
be directly affected by curtailment of P-2 
through P-4 customers; but they are indirectly, 
adversely affected by the result~~g negative 
effect on employmentp output, and prices. In 
.addition, residential customers bear both the 
F>ecuniary and nonpecuniary cost of increased 
air pollution when curtailme~t of natural gas 
supplies occurs. 

In sum, although short-run aberrations may occur as 
they have currently, SoCal' s managemen.t feels it must be guided 
by the need ~o adhere to long-run supply acquisition policies • 
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Soutbe:-n Califo=:nia :leeds energy Eor the long run,. and SoCal :nust 
plan in that light. !he curren~ increasea sup~iy availability is 
short-term in nature and subjeet to interruption because of weather 
and economie eonditions in both the Southwest and ~orthwest. 
SoGal continues to believe that the gas supply from the Pan-Alberta 
project is necessary to meet its e~sto=ers' reQuire~ents. 

Edison and SDG&E 
As large customers of SoCal, Edison and SDG&E 

share a com:non interes·t. Both utilities support the inclusion 
of the Pan-Alberta costs in SoGal's authorized PGA. Further,. 
both Edison ana S~ are firmly convinced that the Pan-Albe~a 
sup~ly is needed and will provide both short- and long-term benefits 
to SoCal's customers. 

While neither Edison nor SDG&E presentee} direct evidence,. 
both made s~ilar arguments in their briefs. !heir positions may 
be s~rized as follows: 

1. In contrast to SoGal's traditional supplies,. Pan
Alberta constitutes a reliable suP?ly that ean be 
co~~ted upon regardless of weather conditions. 
During winter oonths. when SoGal's traditional 
supplies are eustomarily curtail~d,. the Pan-Alberta 
supply will be available u~ to the eontrace maxim~ 
every cay. The suP?ly is also flexible in that 
SoCal can nominate any ~uaneity from its ~in~u:
take obligation u? to the cont=aet ~i~. 

2. !radi:io~al s~??lies ~ill cecli~~ c~~ing tee life 
of the prebuild ?roject. Further:ore~ the est~ees 
of su?ply available from traditional sources include 
some ~as purchased under Sections 3l1(b) and 312 of 
the ~GPA. Such gas is not a reliable supply since 
it is subject to uncertainties of weather in the 
producer state as ~ell as to local jurisdictional 
control. This temporarily excess intrastate gas is 
given the lowest priority on the selle~'s system. 
and the seller has the right to withhold t~is gas 
from the i~t~=state market ~henever it is needed 
anywhere in the state fra.n which it originates. While 
Section 311(b) gas is ~portant,. it is a variable 
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supply that neither $oCal nor i~s customers 
can totally =ely on for planning pur?oses. 
Reliability of sU??~y is especially important 
for P-5 customers who reac~ decisions regaroing 
oil purchases partially UpO:"l. the basis of the 
~ount 0: g~s they can count on from SoCaL 

3. All of SoCal's cust.omers will benefit substan-
tially over the life of the ?a.~-Alberta project. 
Aside fro~ the apparent benefits of a sec~e 
long-term supply and ~proved access to Alaskan 
gas. evidence indicates that Priorities 3 and 4 
will benefit directly from the Pan-Alberta g~s 
in average-year scen~rios beginning in 19S5, 
three years before the initial seven-year 
au~horization for the gas ex?ircs. !n :he absence of 
preb~ile volu=es. current staff supply projections 
show curtailment in a cold year for Priorities 3 
and 4 in all years analyzed. In a cold-year 
scenario, even Priorities land 2 could benefit 
in 1984 and 1985 if variable supplies are un
available. The probability that P-5 customers 
will be the primary recipients of the gas in the 
project's early years does not contradict the 
fact that all classes of customers will ultimately 
benefit from the availability of Pan-Alberta 
supplies. Tne prebuild volumes ~ll afford fi~ 
proteceion to high-priority ~~sto~ersp 

4. The p=ice of the Pan-Alberta sas, al:hough higher 
than other SoCal supply sources,cotnpares favo=ably 
to the cost of other alternative supplies. In 
fact, testimony indic3tes tha1: there was no chea~r 
supply of g~s in the quantities involved and with 
the s~e reliability of service availa~le anywhere 
in the world. 

CHA and ex 
Both ~ and ~1 agree 1:hat the Pan-Alber1:a project~ 

judged solely on its ~Nn merits, may not be warranted. !he evidence 
clearly deoonstrates that in the initial years of the project 
virtually all of the gas will be ~ade aV3ilable to Socalfs ?-5 
steam-electric generation customers. Both ~ and GM also n01:ed that 
the record presents serious c~es~ions ~ee~rc:n~ the ~a=~e:abil~:y 
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of Pan-Alber:a gas :0 SoCal's P-S cus:o~ers. ?rojections indicate 
that the estimated cost of t'!:te gas delivered to'Socal ($7 .34~!Btu) 
will exceed che estimated ?-5 rate ($6.S3/~tu) in the first 
full year of operation. As a result, other C".lstomers of SoCal will 
necessarily pay higher rates in 1982 because of the purchase of 
these canadian vol~es. However, both parties acknowledged that 
the short-term adverse economies of the Pan-Alberta project :nay 
~ell be outweighed by the lO~8-te~ economic oenefits relating to 
availability of and ~ccess to Alaskan gas .. 

Since the Pan-Alberta acquisition can be justified only 
in terms of potential long-ter.n benefits and since all o-f SoCal's 
customers stand to ~nefit, GM and ~ contend that the cost of 
the prebuild supplies should be allocated ~ong all of SoCal's 
customers. It would be inappropriate to conclude that P-5 eustomers 
are disproportionately benefited by the availability of ?an-Alb~rta 
gas and unfair to ~ssess such customers a disproportionately higher 
rate for the gas. Evidence demonstrated that the level of P-5 
contribution to fixed costs and return is reduced from roughly 
$215 :nil lion to $177 million when Pan-Albe:-ta gas is provided to 
P-5 customers. wnile this loss of contribution has a "cost" of 
O.Se/eherm which customers in P-l through P-4 w~ll bear,. sales to
t~e ?-S class, as ~ whole, continue to make a very substantial 
contribution in excess of gas costs. 

Both ~ and GM conclude tha~ the Co=mission, 
when weighing the propriety of the sale- of Canadian gas to low 
priority customers, should consider the fact that such customers will 
continue to provide a ve:-y positive contribution to recovery of 
the utility's fixed and other variable costs. If there are long-rcn 
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advantages to this gas supply project, they sho~ld be weighed both 
in terms of the incremental eost-r~te differenti~l and the level 
of contribution provided by the ?-5 class which would be receiving 
the gas in the early yc~rs. 

~A ~nd GM caution the Commission to avoid the conclusion 
that,.becausc one of several supply sources provided to a partieul~r 
customer class bears a cost in excess of the rate charged that 
class that customer class in any way fails to provide revenues 
sufficient to meet its allocated cost of service. Nor should the 
Commission conclude thAt, because one supply source of several 
provided to a given class bears ~ cost of $7.00 per MMBtu all 
sales to that class m~st be~r a rate of $7.00 per MMBtu. 

CGPA -
It is the position of cePA that in view of the cxtraordin~rily 

high delivered cost of the proposed Pan-Alberta deliveries to SoCal in 
southern California, these purchases ~ust be kept to the mintmum 
volume levels specified in the SoCal contract. as modified by FERC's 
June 13, 1980 Order. Any "discretionary" purchases above' the :c.inimum. 
FERC-modified contract delivery level should be m:de only in 
accordance with an ascending level of cost - with the objective of 
reducing the over~11 cost of SoCal's natural gas pu=chases to a 
minimum level. These discretionary takes should be subject to intense 
scrutiny by the california Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) in 
future SoCal rate increase proceedings. 

Because of the benefits to both SoCal ~nd PG&E~ SoCal 
should mtlke every effo:.-t to secure additional Californi~ ttfirrn" 
and "best efforts" n"-tural gas S"'..:pplies from. ?G&E befo:-e tlny .. , 

"discretionary" pu:-chases of high-cost Canadi~n gas are made. 
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In dete~inL~g the cost sequence of SoGal's ~~tur~l 3~s ?urch~ses~ 
careful examination should be mad~ to ecte~i~e the extent t~ 
which So~l's underground n~tural g~s storage injections a~d 
withdrawals m~st also be sehedu:ed - at least for the next few years -
to place an absolute "cap" on SoCal's purchases of expe:'1sive 
Canadian gas at the min~ FERC-authorized delivery levelsp 

Compared to chc high delivered costs of the ?an-Alberta 
gas, the present delivered cost of SoCal's other natural gas 
supplies are only 117.-61% of Ca~adian gas cost levels: 

Source 
Pan AIberta 
PG&E-SoCal 
!r~nswes'tern 
Cal:fornia 
El Paso 
F~deral Offshore 

Delivered 
Price 

($/MMBtu) 
$7.80* 
$4.73** 

2.77 
2.25 
2.20 
Op84 

Relatio't"lshi? 
100 .. 0% 
61.3% 
35.51. 
28 .. 8 
28.2 
10.8 

* Based on present $4 .. 94 per XMStu Canadian border price ?lus 
$2.86 per MMBtu transportation costs (~in~ volumes) 

.'t* P 'Of't'':' A l' t' 50"63 ,co, • - • .. .. 'T08" ~ er.~ pp ~ca lon ~ ,_~_ec :eo~~ ~/, _. ~_ 

!herefore~ CGPA contends =ha~ before purchasing ~ny ~ore 
than the ~~solu:e =inimum volume of ?an-Alber~a gas s~~?lies~ 
every effort ~s't be ~de to purchase the ~~~ available supplies 
of gas from al~ernative lower cos't gas sources,. bcluding. additional 
"fir:::" and H oest efforts" natural gas st.~?lies from PG&E~ 
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!he 1981-35 minimum requirec annual Canadian natural gas 
purchase voluces under the Western Leg ?rebuild natural gas purchase 
contracts as modifi.ed by the FERC June 13, 1980 Order were c,'llculated 
as follows: 

Minimum Pan-Alberta Volumes at California Border (MMcfd) 

Volumes 
Average Ann~l Contr~ct 
Average Annual Minimum. 
Daily Minimum. 

% Load Factor 

Discretionary Volume 

1981 -
2l5.0 
136.6 
80.3 

63.57-

74.8 

1982 -
215.0 
132.2 

77.7 

61..5% 

82.8 

~ 
215 .. 0 
125.4 

73.8 

58.3% 

89.6 

~ 
215.0 
120.5 

70.9 

5&.01. 

94.5 

.!ill. 
215.0 
116 .. 2 
68.4 

54.~!' 

98.$ 

Accordingly, CGPA maintains that starting with 78,400 
~tu ?er day in the fall of 1981, and increasing tnereafter, there 
is a large volume of Pan-Alberta gas which is available for 
"discretionary", as distinguished from. ":nandatory" ~ purchase. This 
vol~e amo~ts to 35%-45% of the 215,000 Mcf per day of deliverec 
Pan-Alberta gas purchase volumes. It is this vol'Ume of "discretionarytt, 
Pan-Alberta gas purchases which must be subjected to intense and 
detailed scrutiny before th~ higher cost of any of these Canadian 
gas purcnases are included in SoCal's consolidated adjustment 
ceeha:lism. 

CGPA presented evidence oemonstrati~g the benefies of 
~?lementing lower minimum purchase volumes of Pan-Alberta gas. 
Instead of purchasing maximum purchase volumes delivered at the 
Arizona-California border of 215,000 Xcf per day~ the Qin~ purchase 
voluces for 1981 would be 136,600 Mcf per day - a difference of 
7S~~CO Mcf per day or 28.6 MDth (bc:) annually. Alternative 
"discretionary" s,,=?plies could be purchased from PG&E at a lesser cost~ .' 
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Benefit to SoCal Gas: 
?urchase Price of: 

Pan-Alberta Gas 
Alternative Gas From PG&E 

Savings 

Price (i/MMBtu) 

$4.94 
4.31 

.63i 
Based on the 28.6 Bef volume of avoided purchases from Pan-Alberta 
times 63t per MXBtu~ there would therefore be a savings to SoCal 
of $18 million on an armaa1 basis for making such purchases 
from PG&E. 

!2§l. 
Xaximum Purchase Volumes 
Mintmum Purchase Volumes 

Difference 
63¢ t~es 28.616 Bef e~uals 

McflDay 
2l5~000 

136,600 

Bcf/Year 
78.475 
49,859 
28 .. 616 78,,400 

•••••••••••• $18.0 million 
In addition, another substantial benefit would accrue to 

PG&E. Taking the sales price of the gas to SoCal at $4.3-1 

per ~tu, and subtracting the $2 .. 70 per MMBtu purchase cost of 
California gas, effective July 1981, the difference is $1.61. 'Ihen~ 

for every addi~ional million Etu's of natural gas which PG&E sells 
to SoCal, rather than having SoCal purchase it from' Canada~ 
PG&E can buy the additional supply of California gas at $2 •. iO per 
MMBtu and resell it for $4.31 per MMBtu. On this baSis, the benefits 
to ?G&E would be about $46.1 million annually. 

Benefit to PC&E: 
Sales Price to SoCa1 

Purchase Cost of Calif. Gas 

Added Profit 
*Effective July 1, 1981 

Price (iMMBtu) 

$4.31 
l:1Q* 
1.61 

$1.61 :~es 28.616 Be: equals .............. $46 .. 1 million 
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CGPA concludes th~t in vi~ of t~e present substantial 
oversupply of natural sas in t~e California n~tu=al gas market ano 
its likelihood of continuing throughout 1981~ and probably 1982~ 
only the=ini~~,rather than the contract :AX~~~, 0: ~i~h-cost 
Canadian natural gas supplies should be purchased by SoCal from 
?a'::l-Alberta. 

Cities 
The Cities challenge t~e prucency of SoCalts decision 

to commit itself to purchases of highly expensive Pan-Alberta 
volumes. !bey argue that at least t~rough 1985 the cOSt of 
P~-Alberta gas, either full formula or discounted~ will remain 
higher than the ?-S alternative fuel price. Tney question whether 
SoCal has any customers that will buy S8/MMB.tu g~s. The Cities 
contend that if this gas could not be rolled in with SoCal's other 
gas supplies it could not be solo. !bey argue that SoCal ~nagement 
is motivated by a "gas-ac-any-price" supply t=>hiloso?hy, and they 
as~ that che Commission discourage this approach. 

In general, the Cities take the poSition that the cost of 
Pan-Alberta is prohibitive and that SoCal should not be allowed to 
?urcnase it. If, however, the Co~ission decides that the prebuild is 
a necessary component of the total A.'G!S, then the short-ee~ adverse 
economic effects should be spread to all California gas ratepayers 
and should not be imposed solely u?on SoCal's custo~ers. Since all 
California g~s consuoers will ostensibly benefit f~om access to 
Alaskan gas, there is no justification for so~thern California 
ratepaye~s bearing all tbe costs ~ssocia~ed with ?rebuiloing ehe 
western ~cg of the A.~G!S. 
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~ 
It is !U~~'s posicion that SeGal's ~p?lication should be 

denied. Pan-Alberca gas will not benefit SoC~l's high-priority 
residential ~nd small co~ercial custo~ers, yet :hcse consumers 
will be forced to ~ear rate increases totalfng up to $1 billion 
over the next :our years because of this high-cost s~?ly. ~~ 
argues that the impact on a customer using only the lifeline a:::ount 
could reach $25.10 in just the first full year of Pan-Alberta 
deliveries. Furthermore, the gas will be delivered to southern 
California at a price in excess of the cost of the oil that would 
be displaced. 'IW"R..'" concludes that California will be poorer overall 
as a result of this project. 

!UR..~ ~intains that there is no realistic- pQssibility that 
the Pan-Alberta supply will be required to meet high-priority needs. 
In sup;>ort,. 'I'U':R.i.~ cites the staff's gas vo:~es which indicate that: 
there is nO' Priority 1 and Priority 2 need for Pan-Alberta gas even 
in a cold year. Socal's tabulations also sh~ no high-priority need 
in its gas balances when availability of supplemental supplies is 
~ssutned' w'1lile SoCal shows Priority 2 need for the gas in 19S5 in 
a cold year abse~t supplemental su??lies~ ~~ contencs that such a 
scenario is completely ~~realistic since it ~ssumes no purchases 
wh~tscever from PG&E, Elk Ri:ls, the Rocky ~ount~ins,. etc. 

Since there is absolutely no need for Pan-Alberta gas 
aeong high-priority customers,. ~~ feels that it is patently unfair 
to burden those classes with the extremely high costs of ?a:-Alber~~ 
gas merely because :~ey are captive customers with no alternative 
source of fue 1. On this ground alone,. rU&~ -..:.rges tee Co=iss io':: to 
reject SoCal's re~uest for PGA treae=ent of the Pan-Alberta gas. 

:n further support of its opposition to ~ treatment .' 
for the Pan-Alberta vol~es, !U~~ notes that Pan-Alberta gas will be 
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ch~aper chan oil only if each of the following condi:ions prevail: 
(1) u.s. market conditions and red~ced ceoar.d for gas continue 
to force a discount f=om the Canadian border pricing formula; 
(2) Pan-Alberta gas can be taken at full 100% of contract voluoes; 
and (3) transportation costs are reduced in 1983-1984 as a result 
of a 12-year Pan-Alberta contract extension and the start of ~~GTS 
construction in Alas~. ~~ argues that conditions I and 2 are 
~utua1ly inco~?atible and indicate the ~~likelihood of the project 
ever proving to be economic for southern California. 

~~ also tries to demonst=at~ t~~t the min~um take 
requirements of the ?an-Alb~rta contract may well result in negative 
consequences for SoCal's ratepayers. Pan-Alberta gas will flow 
to SoCaI through its El Paso lines. Since total capacity is limited 
to approx~ate1y the 1750 MMcf/day contract quantity, this much 
cheaper docestic gas may ~~e to be t~ed back on any day that 
it may be available at the contract level in order to make room for 
the minimum daily quantity of expensive ~ar.-Alberta gas. 

If the Ca=mission rejects ~~'s recommendation and 
approves the application, ~~ urges the COmQission to establish 
certain policy gcidelines for SoCal's operations that will minimize 
the detr~cntal fmpact of the Pan-Alberta project on P-l and P-5 
customers. At a minL~uc, TURN requests that the Com:ission direct 
SoCal not to ?urchase discretionary ?an-Alberta gas when the co~t is 
higher than the rate paid by the customer class that would receive 
the additional supply. 

However, this 'policy would do nothing to mitigate the 
impact on high-priority customers of the mandator)* 60% of Pan-Alberta 
purchases. Furthe~ore, this policy could result in Socal's turning. 

back discretionary Pan-Alberta volu=e because of costs when some 
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lo~-priority custoce=s ~ight be willing to pay that higher cost 
in order to obtain gas. Given. these potential problems~ n7...~ 

.;.s:<s the Commission to direct the staff to i:rvestigate and' propose 
more crea~ive approaches eo mitigate the rate cesi~ ~?~c: ¢n 
P-l and P-2 customers. Since actual recovery of Pan-Alberta gas 
costs will not be addressed until SoCal's October PGk filing~ 
assuming approval of this 3.?plication, the staff will have ample 
time to analyze and determine an appropriate ~echa~is~ for recovering 
the high cost of P~n-Alberta gas from the customers ~ho actually 
benefit from the addition of that source. 

~~ asks that the follOWing rate desi~' proposals be 
ex~ined for possible adoption in Socalts next PGA filing: 
(1) establishment of a demand charge or "access to service" 
charge for customers who will receive additional service because 
of the addition of Pan-A.lberta su?plies; (2) authorization of 
a system in which the utility accepts bids from its interr~ptible 
customers for amounts of gas to be purchased~ for example~ over a 
two- to three-year period~ the highest bidder in each priority 
thus assuring itself of full se~ice before anyone else in that 
priority; and (3) separate ratemaking treat~ent for the fixeo ~d 
variable components of the cost of Pan-Alberta gas. 

If the Pan-Alberta purc~ases are approved. ~~ also asks 
the Commission to establish broad policy guidelines for SoCal's 
system oper~tions. Such operational guidelines should cover three 
areas - sequence of takes, storage policy~ ane the maximum reasonable 
price to pay for discretionary gas. 

Finally, it is TU1l\'s pOSition that SoCal's long-te~ 
supply planning should recognize a cost constraint. SoCal's 
apparent "gas at any cost" philosophy t:lUst be rejected, and the 
Cocmission must exercise a more active role in supervising SoCal's gcs 
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suP?ly ?lannins~ rL1l~ generally supports the staff~s ite=~tion 
or an ~p?=opri~te long-term gas supply ?olicy: 

H~~_it ~ould be reasonable to assume t~t the 
acquisition of a new increment of gas supply 
will provide economic benefits to the total 
syst~, or ser~ice area, if such s~pply is ~cquirec 
at a price less than the cos~ of imported crude 
oil delivered to U.S. refiners, although a higher 
price might b~ justified based on air quality 
and supply security considerations." 
~~ notes that its support for use of an ~perted cr~de 

test over the long term differs froo its suggested F-S rate or 
residual oil price standard for oay-to-day discretionary gas purchase 
decisions. rnis dichotomy L~ pOSitions is explained by the fact 
that imported crude does reflect the marginal cost of energy for 
California over an extended period ~hile the short-run operation 
of the market is too complex and constrained to per:nit such a direct 
substitution of fuels. 

Staff 
The staff sponsored testtmony in response to the three 

issues raised in the administrative la",v judge's ruling. Regaroing 
the appropriateness of the PGA procedure for treatment of Pan-Alberta 
costs, the staff recommended that the Comoissio~ authorize SeGal 
to include such costs in its FGA. 

With respect to the rate cesi~ ~?lications of the Pan
Alberta supply, staff ~estified t~~t the responsibility for recovery 
of the net increased costs ~ill fall on those classes of customers ~ho 
will not directly benefit from its availability certainly during the 
first owo years of the project, and perhaps during the first five 
years. Staff esti~ated that the Pan-Alberta gas ~o~lG pri~rily 
:-esult i:1 increased deliveries to Priority 5 se:"Vi,ce .over tbe 
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first =ive years 0: the project, although from t~e to t~e, 
depe~Qing on weather conditions, Priorities 3 and 4 would ~lso 
be se=veo. 

Staff's Ener~ Balances show that without Pan-Alberta 
supply there would be no curtailment of Priorities 1 or 2 service 
thro~gh 1985. 

Staff prepared a c~parison of estimated P-S alternate 
fuel prices through 1986 and compared those with esti~tes of the 
Pan-Albert~ gas prices both under f~:l formula and considering a 
14% disco~t by the Canadian gove~ent. The result of this 
comparison shOWS that even were the Canadian government to continue 
discounting the border price of the gas, the esttmated cost of the 
Pan-Alberta gas delivered to California exceeds the est~te of 
P-S reference price during the first five years of the project. 
Although staff concludes that the rates applicable to low-priority 
service under existing Commission guidelines will be less than 
necessary to recover the cost of Pan-Alberta gas, n~ rec~endation 
was made for changing the rate design at this t~e. Staff did 
suggest tbat it ~ay be appropriate to revi~ rate design at the t~e 
rate relie: is requested under PCA procedures. 

Conce=nin~ the question of whether the Pan-Alberta project 
was a prudent supply decision by SoCal, staff offered test~ony 
showing that the accuisition of the Pan-Alberta gas o~ a nsta~o
alone" basis would not reflect a p~dent ?=ocur~ent policy. S~aff 

found the project to be ~prudent when ~easureo by an economic test 
which considers the cost of a new incr~ent of gas supply against 
the cost of ~?orted crude oil delivered to U.S. refineries. Staff's 
evidence d~onstrates that the cost of the Pan-Alberta gas delivered 
to the California border will be more than the cost ot ~ported 
crude delivered to the U.S. for the first five years of the p=oject~ 
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unless market condi~ions force ~ discoun~ in the C~nadi~n border 
price. If the gas is discoun~ed below ~he full formula price, 
however, Pan-Alb~rta gas will still be above crucie prices through 
1983, assuming ~hat the construction of the ~,CTS begins in 1983. 
If JU,GTS begins construction ~fter 1983. the depreciation schedule 
of the prebuild transport~tion facilities will continue to be on 
an ll-year basis rsther than a 27-year basis and the Pan-Albert~ 
price will exceed crude prices even under the Canadian discounted 
formula. 

While staff concludes that ~ straight economic analysis 
. d ... '10.. d· t of the P~n-Albert~ proj ect shows i1: to be U:'IP'rU ent, '-Hey J.n J.ca e 

that there are un~uantifiable benefits from the ?rojeet ~hich may, 
on balance, make it prcd~nt~ Staff leaves it to the Commission 
to decide whether the air quality benefits, reduced oil consumption, 

4t the connection between the Pan-Alberta purchases and ANG!S, and 
possible additional Canadian gas justify SoCalts take-or-pay supply 
contract. Staff furchcr notes that in ccrcifying the ?~cbuild 
project and the importation ~nd s~le of the Pan-Albert~ gas to So~l, 
the FERC clearly found th~t th~ project w~s in the public interest 
and, in effect, concluded that any sho~t-tcrm adverse economics were 
justified by the long-term benefits. Staff, in its brief. docs draw 
several conclusions from the reco~c evidence in this ?rocceding. ~ 
First~ the Pan-Alberta gas will be purch~sed exclusively to serve 
SoCal's interruptible customers. Second, the Pan-Alberta su??ly will 
most probably be acquired at the prices above the cost of imported 
crude oil delivered to Californi~ refiners. Third, SoCal's high
priority customers while not directly be~cfiting from the Pan-Alber~a 
supply will be required to bear subscan:ial cOSts of this gas if current 
rate design guidelines remain Co~~ission policy. 
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Staff ~cknowledges, ~s ~ pr~ctic~l matter~ th~t PERC h~s 
~lready app=oved the P~n-Albcrt~ project ~nd th~t construction on 
the prebuild facilities has alre~dy commenced. However. in light 
of the conclusions which it: has draW"'n respecting the Pan-Albert~ 
supply~ staff urges th~ Commission to ~ddrcss c=itic~l issues 
raised by the project. 

First, the Commission should adopt specific economic 
criteria for large new increments of s~p?ly. If ~ project is 
sought to be justifieo as the b~sis of providing secu=ity of se=vice 
to high-priority (P-l and P-2) customers. the utility should be 
required to perform a cost-benefit analySis which weighs the 
probability of the occurrence of curtailments to high-priority 
customers· and the magnitude of the cost of curtailments, against the 
cost of providing security from such curt~il~ents. It may make 
economic sense to purchase extrc~ely high-cost g~s to protect against 
remote ~ossibilities of curtailments, but Soenl should be required 
to present such ~n ~nalysis ~nd not use the mere possibility 
of curtailmcnts as ~ bl~nk check to purch~s~ g~s. 

On the other h~nd~ if a utility s~eks to justify expensive 
new supply on the 03S1S of serving interruptible customers~ the 
Commission should require that the utility h~ve the burclcn of 
demonstrating that the interruptible custo~ers will be p~ying at 
least the marginal cost of this supply. Sucb ~ poliey rcg~rding 
SoCal's oiscretion~ry purchases has ~lrcady been stated in D.91905 
in Finding 36: 
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"SoColl's -policy of ?ul:'chasing Canadian gas at a cost 
higher than its system ~veragc rates is re~sonable-
so long as rates for low priority users, the principal 
beneficiaries of that gas~ are set high enough to 
retur:\ that cost. tt 
If it appears that a supply ~=oject will ~o: be ~ble ~o 

pass this econ~ic test, the utility should have the burden of 
showing on what other grounds the Co~ission should find the 
project.prudent. One possible justification for such a project 
might be to show that the delivered price of a new supply will ~e 
cheaper than the alternative fuels it repl.l.ces, or at le.l.st, be 
less expensive than the cost of ~ported crude as delivered to 
California refiners. 

Second, the Commission should adopt specific economic 
criteria for SoCal's discretionary takes. 

The June 13, 1980 FERC decision gives SoCal subst.;:.ntial 
opportunity to reduce its contract volumes of Pan-Alberta purchases. 
To ensure that SoCal knows in advance of its purchases exactly what 
the Commission will expect t the Co=mission should adopt in this 
proceeding specific econaoic criteria for the discretionary takes. 
The staff witness recommends that SoCal be prohibited from :aking 
any discretionary purchases unless the va~iable cost of tbe Pan
Alberta gas, on tbe d3y of purcbase, is below the cos~ of ~?Orted 
crude as delivered to California refiners. For ?urposes of 
dete~ining this rate~ the staff witness recommends that the prices 
be referenced to the California Energy Commission publieations to be 
made under the Petroleum Industry Information Reporting Act 
(SB 1444) .. 
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Finally, staff counsel urges the Commission to adopt 
new rate design guidelines.. If SoCal ~ill be i~cleee s~lli~g the gas a~ 
a loss under current Commission rate design ~~iQelines, the Commission 
sbould order SoCal to propose a new rate design scheme whereby 
interr~ptible customers, those who will be the beneficiaries of 
Pan-Alberta supply, pay the full cost of this st."Pply .. 

Sttlff counsel arguesthat the most efficient snd economically 
sound b~sis for new rate design guidelines would be to create a 
market among interruptible customers for new supply increments. 
Se notes that while it would be unacceptable to dedic3te supply 
to interruptible customers, the Commission could authorize a bieding 
syste: whereby ?-3 and P-4 customers were allowed to bid for options 
to purchase gas in preference to those interruptible customers, 
including P-5 customers, who bad not acquired options to purchase .. 

Obviously, before such a bidding procedure could be 

established the Co=mission would have to first phase out the existing 
priority system for interruptible customers. But once established, 
the bidding procedure would have a n~er of advantages over the 
existing priority system.. By creating market conditions among 
inter=uptible cus~omersJ the Commissi~ will have the opportunity 
to determine exactly how valuable gas supply is :0 i~terrupeible 
custocers. Staff counsel ce~=e~cs chat in acdi:ion ~o purely economic 
consic~r~:ior.s t~ere arc ecuity reaso~s for ch~~3ingCo~i$sio~ rate 
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air ?ollutio~ anc nati~al secu=~:y oene:i:s 0: this su?ply, ~t is 
~~~eason~~lc :or all 0: ~~e ou=cen 0: these ~ene=i~s to be ?lacec 
on SoCal's higb·?rioriey custocers. 
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Discussion eA.. The PGA as the Appropria ~e Procedure for RecO'Very 
of Pan-Alberta Gas Costs 
Although we opposed the Pan-Alberta project at the FERC 4S 

contrary to the interests of California ratepayers, no appeal was 
taken from the FERC order of June 13, 1980 denying rehearing and 
reiterating the conclusion that im?or~ation of Pan-Alberta volumes 
as part of the ANGIS prebuild project is in the national interest. 
Construction has be~~ on the prebuild facilities, and SoCal 
is contractually bound to purchase the prebuild volumes from PI!. 
In light of these facts, it would be inappropriate to relitigate 
or collaterally attack the federal determination that there is a 
need for the Pan-Alberta project. 

However, recognition by this Ccr.mnission that the Pan-Alberta 
project has" been found to be in the n~tional interest by the FERC 
cannot be construed as unconditional support for the ANGTS. W(! are 
mindful that significant financial and marketability difficulties re=ain 
to be resolved before construction can c~ence on that project. At the 

ttappropriate time and place, we will address the issues of financial 
conditions or other project risks imposed upon the Califo=nia consumerp 
independent of our approval today of =atepayer support for this gas 
supply. We must recognize that FERC and this CO'l'l:':lission share concurrent 
jurisdiction over certain gas acquiSition projects proposed by California 
utilities. 'We must also recognize that federal determinations of "public 
convenience and necessityH are predicated upon considerations of national 
interest while our analysis focuses more narrowly on the interests of 
the California ratepayers. 

To avoid unwarranted duplication of informstion and unnecessary 
delay of needed energy projects p we must try) to the extent possible, to 
reconcile the parallel but significantly different standardS of review 
employed by federal and state regulatox:s in making energy-related deter.ci
nations of "publie eonvenience and necessityH. TOWArd that end we will 
develop an econ~ic test to assist utility management in dete~ining 
whether ehe development of a new supply source is in the interest of 
California consumers. (See Section B of Discussion.) It is expected that 

~ future applications by California utilities for federal approval of gas 

supply projects will, in the absence of co:::?elling ressons, meet this 
economic test of prudency. 
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With respect to the instant application, ~ere is no 
basis~ in law or in ectuity~ for a Commission determination that 
SoCal's purchase of Pan-Alberta volumes is imprudent. In the 
federal decision, the need for the prebuild project was 
determined a~ost solely on the basis of its relationship to the 
ultimate construction and completion of ANG'I'S. Evidence of the 
economic impact of the prebuild projee~ was considered ~elatively 
insignificant when contrasted with the nation's interest in 
facilitating the construction of a natural gas delivery system fran 
Alaska. Furthermore, SoCal f S acquisition of maximum. available quanti
ties of gas to reduce dependence on foreign. oil bas been prompted by the 
elearly enUDciated policies of the Commission. (See D.89177.) Since 
today's decision modifies prior Commission gas acquisition policy 
to in~lude specific criteria for determining a reasonable price 
:c pay for new supplies, this new standard for assessing the prudency 
of an acquisition can only be applied prospectively. 

Therefore, we ~ll now address' ourselves to the more 
germane issue of whether the p~ represents the proper mechanism for 
recovery of costs associated with the Pan-Alberta volumes. We conclude 
that the p~ is the appropriate cost-recovery procedure. 

We agree with SoCal that all evidence submitted in this 
proceeding suppor~s inclusion of ehe prebuild costs in the F~ 
mechanism. The historical reasons which originally prompted the 
establishment of the P~ still pertain and apply with equal force 
to the Pan-Alberta purchased gas costs. ~he PGA reduces burde~some 
administrative requirements while providing the Commission with the 
flexibility to moni~or gas costs on the ratepayer's behalf in ~e 
most efficient manner. Accordingly, we will authorize Socal to 
proyide PGA and balancing account treatment for the purchased gas 
costs· associated with the prebuild project • 
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B. Criteria for Det~r=ining the Prudency of Long-Te~ 
Gas Supply Purchases 
The issue of which criteria SoCal used in determining. 

the prudency of purchasing Pan~lberta vol~es engendered a lively 
discussion between the parties. The corollary question of which 
criteria should be employed by management in determining the 
prudency of future long-term gas supply purchases proved equally 
controversial. 

SoCal's witness indicated that the company's basic gas 
acquisition policy is to obtain enough suP?ly to meet Priority 1 
through 4 demands. under all temper. cure conditions. Ris testimony,. 
in part, reads as follows: 

"I think California would be best served by 
getting as much gas into California as 
possible, under certain economic constraints, 
of course... But I think the more gas we get 
into California the better off the state is 
going to be ••• (Vol. 1, Tr. 35) ••• certainly 
there's a limit ••• to what we can pay for gas, 
but certainly our paramount concern above 
all else is to get enough gas in here to 
make sure our customers, when they get up- in 
the morning and turn on their thermostat or their 
gas range h3.ve gas coming out of it." (Vol. 1, 
T'r. 25.) 

Both ~~ and staff counsel challenge the criteria employed by 
SoCal and characterize the company's supply ?lanning efforts as 
based on a "gas at any cost" policy... They contend that SoCal' s 
planning is so utterly pessimistic and conservative that ~e 
company always perceives itself as heading toward a severe shortage 
unless new supplies are reqw:red. Both reeommend that Socal' s 
long-term supply planning eX?licitly conside: economics as well as 
need. 

In D.89l77 dated July 3l~ 1978 the ~ission gave policy 
support for ~h~ acquisition of ma~um available quantities of gas 
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to reduce dependence on imported oil to the lowest possible level .. 
The Commission did not~ in that decision, provide any specific 
guidelines regarding prudent prices for new gas supplies. We 
will no~ now chastize SoCal for following our enuncia~ed policy. 
However, wi~h respect to future gas supply projects, some econoQic 
test must be es~ablished, even in an era of shortages, to assis~ 
the u~ility and the Commission in determining whether development of 
a new supply source is in the public interest .. The Commission 
cannot simply accept a "gas at any cost" philosophy as a utility 
proeurenent policy. 

Aamittedly, these are t~es which pose very difficult 
and complex economic planning questions. As new ga.s supplies become 
more difficult to find and more expensive to develop, distribution 
companies are confronted with critical long-term purchasing 
decisions. Deve:opment of expensive new supply projects often requires 
prices in excess of alternate fuels as well as a shift of the risk from 
pr~ducers and interstate pipeline companies to distributio~ companies 
and consumers. The demands of project developers for such requirements 
as long-term take-or-pay provisions, cos:-of-serviee tariffs, 
rate desi~ which include rolled-in p~icing, and d~nd charges 
weich cover all fixed cos~s have the potential to shield the producers 
and interst~te pipeline companies f~om the interplay of a free Qarkct
place. Since ac~ual costs are disguised an~ not c~unicated to ~~e 
eocsumer, the ~rketplace does not operate freely t~ reject gas 
where cost exceeds value. 

The acquisition of such expensive gas supplies may,. in 
the short run, alleviate fears of impending gas shortages and increase 
our sense of security. However, the price exacted for such a sense 
of security will create a si~uation in which the cost of service may 
very well exceed t~e value of gas obcained. The eonse~uences of such 
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a situation are clea=ly not in the ?ublic in~e=est. !he negative 
conse~uences of such a situation become even more apparent when one 
recognizes that purchased gas costs now constitute about 707., and by 
1986 an ~stimated 85'., of a distribution company's revenue 
rec;,uire:nents. 

If cost of service exceeds the value of gas, large-volume 
customers, who are very r~$ponsive to changes in the price of 
alternate forms of energy.will shif~ to dhe most economic 
alternative. The small-volume users, those with relatively 
inelastic demand and an inability to change fuels, will be left 
to pay rates which must be raised to cover fix~ costs no longer 
recovered from the large-volume customers. Although in all 
likelihood fixed costs would ultimately be recovered, the 
financial stability of 'the distribution company would tnOS~ likely 
be injured in the long run by this customer dislocation and 
reaction. 

Furthermo:e, when considering the economies 0: 
longer-term sup~ly projects, the simple expedient of determining 
that the rolled-in price to the consumer can absorb the price of the 
incremental supply is not satisfactory. As more incremental supplies 
are acquired, the danger increases that the system average supply 
price will exceed the price of al~erna~e fuels and the po~ential 
for market dislocation becomes very :eal. Those distributors that 
have relied upon rolled-in pricing to ensure marketability of 
supply may, qui~ly and drama~ieally, find that they have lost a 
substantial part of their market since it is the conspmer who will 
make the ultimate price decisions when gas prices are finally deregulated. 
It is ev~n conceivable that if the price of gas ~urns out to be a great 
deal higher than the value of gas as a fuel the distribution companies~ 
full cos~ of service might not be recovera~le. 
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In the absence of market-oriented forces controlling the 
price of incremental supplies, distribution companies must consider 
the long-ter.m economic conse~uences to ~hemselves,and the consumer 
of such purchases. Logic and sound business practice dictate that 
they employ an economic test to assist them in eonsidering the 
prudency of purcbasing expensive long-term incremental gas supplies. 

we must, therefore, determine the appropriate economic 
test. Two alternative tests appear viable. The first test 
considers whether the net cost of the gas supply at the California 
border exceeds the price of imported crude to petroleum refiners 
in california over the life of the project. If the price of the 
gas supply at the California border exceeds the cost of feedstocks 
used in the production of alternative fuels, then the gas supply 
should not be acquired unless other relevant factors outweigh the 
economics of the project. The second test considers whether the 
net cost of the gas supply at the california border exceeds the 
price of alternative fuels displaced by importation of the 
natural gas over the life of the project. 

The respective merits of these two tests should be 

analyzed in SoCal' s next pc;;... proceeding. Dutil then, we will 
reserve judgment on which. economic test is pref.~rable. Furthermore, 
at that time, the parti~s should also address the proprie:y of 
establishing an economic tes~ to determine whether the discretionary 
purchase of gas under long-ter.m supply contracts is prudent or not .. 
Any conclusion tha~ is ulttmately drawn regarding an appropriate 
economic test requires as its basic element the concept of a 
comparison with alternate fuels. However, there are other dynamics 
that must be weighed by utility management prior to any decision to 
acquire an increment of high-cost gas. Certain consid~rations can be 
cited as examples of elements which cau have an ~pact upon 
management's determination to purchase a gas supply. .' 
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If an expensive source of supply includes a take-or-pay 
provis1on p management must consider the detrimental effect of such 
an acquisition upon the entire fuel mix. In an era of ever incre~sing 
gas costs p the distribution companies must make every effort to 
continuously purchase the lowest price fuel miX. SoCD.l is fortunate 
in that its system at present is relatively free to arrange its takes 
from various suppliers in a sequence that results in a least-cost 
supply mix over a range of demand conditions. 

All parties to this proceeding agree that the appropriate 
sequence of takes from current supplies to the SoCal system. should 
be arranged to insure a least-cost supply mix. We concur that 
SoCal's sequence of takes should be arranged in order of inereas~g 
prices; and p as system demand falls below available supplies p 

purchases should be backed out in order of decreasing cost so 
that a least-cost supply mix is achieved. Certainly, the fact 

4t that a high-priced incremental supply accompanied by take-or-pay 
obligations has the potential to force the backing out of less 
expensive supplies in the energy mix must be conSidered a negative 
element in the purchase equation. As a corollary issue p analysis 
should be made in SoCal's next PGA filing of the extent to which 
SoCal's underground storage injections and withdrawals should 
be scheduled to minimize the cost of 'So Cal's supply mix. 

Converselyp there are justifications for purchasing a 
new increment of supply at prices in excess of imported crude prices 
or alternative fuel prices both in the short term and long ~erm. 
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Air quality constraints or supply securiey considerations could 
conceivably outweigh a negative economic ~alysis. It wo~ld not 
be prudent to back out supplies if service to Pri~rity 1 or 
Priority 2 would be jeopardized. 

While the point must be made that no analysis can be set 
down in a rigid fashion, it should be clearly understo~d that an 
economic analysis based on the value of gas vis-a-vis dlternate 
fuels mus t be made in evaluating new supplies of gas. No longer 
can the existence of a Shortage be a o~ ebeck to purchase 
expensive gas. Economies could very well dictate that a Shortage 

, cannot be alleviated at prevailing prices. 
c. Rate Design Implications of the 

Pan-Alberta Project 
Much evidence was adduced respecting the ra~e design 

~plications of the acquisition of Pan-Alberta gas volumes. The 
views expressed w~re varied and wide-ranging. On the one hand, 
SoCal concluded that each class of its users will pay a fair share of 
the prebuild gas costs under existing rate' design guidelines. On 
the other hand, !URN and the staff contend that current rate design 
policies will result in a substantial share of Pan-Alberta gas costs 
being ~posed on high-priority customers, P-l and ?-2, who 
do not require and will not benefit from this supply. 

During the proceeding it was expressly indicated that 
specific rate design issues would not be addressed in the context 
of this application. Actual rate design treatment of the ?an-Alberta 
gas volumes will await the oatcome of Socal's PGA filing in October. 
A~ that tim~t the central issue will involve the most appropriate 
method for recovering the cost of Pan-Alberta gas fro= the customers 
Who actually benefit from the addition of that n~ soarce. 

In addreSSing this critical rate design issue t it will 
be necessary to establish two facts: (1) which class or classes of 
customers benefit from ~he addition of ?a:l-Alberea supplies .and 
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(2) under current Commission rate guidelines ~hich class or classes 
of customers bear ~ and the extent to ~hich they bear - the costs 
associated with delivery of the prebuild volumes •. Given this 
information, a rate design can be established ~hich more closely 
correlates the actual costs and actual benefits experienced by a 
class or classes of customers as a result of the Pan-Alberta additions. 

Much relevant evidence regarding the rate design issue has 
b~en presented in this proceeding. Such evidence will be incorpora:ed 
by reference into the record of the proceeding in SoCal's October 
p~ filing. For example, the gas balances provided by SoCal and staff 
are useful tools in determinins which class or classes of eustomers 
will benefit from the prebuild supply source. While we will not 
foreclose litigation of this issue, our ?reli~inary review of the 
evidence indicates that the availability of Pan-Alberta gas to the 
Socal system will result primarily in increased deliveries to Priority 
5 service at least over the first five years of the project. Furthermore~ 

~ith respect to the issue of which customers ~ill bear the costs 
of Pan-Alberta gas under current Commission rate design guidelines, 
there is also much useful, although often contradictory,evidence 
available. Relevant evidence has been presented projecting the 
cost of ?an~lberta gas over the life of the project, based upon 
ap?lication of the full Duncan/laLonde border price formula as 
~ell as the discounted formula~ In contrast~ we also have estimates ~ 

once again over the life of the ?rojec~ - of alternate fuel prices 
~hich under curren~ rate design guidelines would be used as a reference 
in setting rates applicable ~o Priorities 3, 4, and S service. 
However, our review indicates that i~ would be premature t~ draw any 
conclusions upon ~he basis of the current record. Finally, ~e note 
~hat both staff ane ~~ proposed cer~~in =a~e design innovations in 
their respective briefs. Edison also sought unsuccessfully to 
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introduce evidence rcs?ccting spccific r~tc design reeo~~cnd~~ions 

Although clc~rly bcyonc the scope of this ?~oc~eding, chc respective 
merits of alter:l~tive ?ro?os~ls to chc current Com."nissi ol"l-~\lchoriz<!'<i 
gOlS rate design c:crt~~nly desc:-vc cO:'l.sidcr:J.tion in SoCal's October 

PGA filing. 
Findings of F3Ct: 

1. The FERC concluded on June 1~, 1930 thst import:.tion of 

Pan-Albe~a volumes as part of the ANGTS ?r~build project is i:'l. the 

national interest. 
2. The Commission did not ~ppeal the conclusion of ~~c t~t 

the prebu11d project is in the n~tional interest. 
3. Construction of the prebuile facilities is ~nderway. 
4. SoCal is contr~c:tually bound to purchase the prebuilc 

volurn<:s from PIT. 
5. SoCal purch.:l.scd the prebuild volu.-ncs under enunciated 

4It Commission policy. 
6. As part 0: th~ ?r~build p~ojec:t, $oC:.l will inc~r costs 

associated with t:hc purchase or up to 215 :-JXc£d of C~nacliOln gas 

from PI'!'. 
7. The PGA ?=oced~re is the mos~ administra:ively f1exible~ 

effec:ive, ~ncl le~st costly mechanism :0 monitor the cost of the 
prebuild gas sup?ly on beh~lf of ra~c?aycrs. 

S. The sC'\"e:e incre~ses in t.he p=ice of n.o.tU'!:'al g:::.s mandates 

that the Commiss~on require utilities to ?~rch~se in the future a 

least-cost. su~ply ~i~. 
9. ~~ econc.nic tes~ will assist ~tility management and the 

Commission in deteI'mining. whethe= development 0: a new supply source 

is in the ~ublic interest.. 
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10. The availability of volumes of ?rebu1lc gas to the Socal 
system will result primarily in increased celiveries t~ Priority 5 
service at leas~ over the first five years of the 'project. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. SoCal r s pt.trchase of pre-build volumes. under enunciated 
Commission policy, is pradent. 

2. Recovery of costs associated with SoCal r s purchase of 
prebui1d ~lumes is most appropriately t~eated in So~lts p~ 
mechanism. 

3. SoCal's discretionary purchases of natural gas should be 
made i~ order of increasing prices - with the objee~ive of reducing 
the overall cost of SoCal's natural gas purchases to a minimum 
level. 

ORDER -------
IT IS ORDERED that Southern California Gas Company is 

~ authorized to provide PGA and balancing account treatment for the 
pu:chased gas costs associated wi~ the Pan-Alberta project. 

This order~~~Bffective 30 days from today. 
Dated =-- - . , at San Fra CO co, Collifornia. 


